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Bolton 3 Way Approach 

Working in partnership with Bolton Metropolitan Borough council (BMBC), Recycle for 
Greater Manchester (R4GM) developed and delivered a campaign to trial 3 different 
approaches to deliver a campaign to reduce contamination in the mixed recycling 
burgundy bin. Each approach was monitored and analysed in order to measure success 
and evaluate replicability. Six collection rounds were chosen by Bolton council based on 
high contamination rates. The campaign was carried out over a 3 month period. 

Aims of the campaign 

1. Increase understanding of what can be recycled, and encourage a more positive 

recycling behaviour in the area 

2. Deliver 3 different approaches to a recycling campaign:  

a. Tagging contaminated bins 

b. Post carding households with contaminated bins 

c. Door knocking households with contaminated bins. 

3. Report findings on each approach to determine which one was more successful. 

4. Reduce contamination in the mixed recycling  

Campaign activities 

Areas targeted 

Daubhill, Tonge Moor, Willows, Sharples. 

Tagging (2 rounds) 

Bin checks and tagging were carried out on two separate occasions. During bin collection 
days, bins were inspected. A visual lift lid inspection was conducted to see what items 
were in the bin.   

If 1-10 incorrect items (under 5%) were found in the bin it was marked as “Amber”, if over 
10 incorrect items (over 5%) were found in the bin it was marked as “Red” and the bin 
would not have been emptied on the day.  

Tags had images of the most common contaminants, the items found in the resident bin 
were circled to help residents recognise the wrong materials found in their bin. There was 
also an additional blank space for further items to be recorded and instruction to be given. 
On the reverse of each tags were images of only the items that should go in the burgundy 
bin. 

Results 
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Tags (shown above) were affixed to the handle of the bins. Two rounds were inspected 
twice. 

- Out of these two rounds, 18 bins received a red tag on first inspection, 10 of these 

improved and didn’t receive a tag on second inspection. 

- 8 got an amber tag, 9 additional household households got a red tag on the 2nd inspection.  

- Of the 269 that got an amber tag on the first inspection, 192 did not receive a second tag, 1 

got red and 76 got another amber tag on the 2nd inspection and a further 276 different 

households got amber. 

Postcards (2 rounds) 

Bin checks were carried out on two separate occasions. During bin collection days, bins 
were inspected. A visual lift lid inspection was conducted to see what items were in the 
bin, similar to that undertaken with tagging system. 

Once again to maintain consistency in our approach, if 1 -10 incorrect items (under 5%) 
were found in the bin the residents received an amber postcard through their door.  If over 
10 incorrect items (over 5%) were found in the bin the residents was given a red post card 
and their bin would not have been emptied on the day.  

Postcards were bin shaped and had images of the most common contaminants, the items 
found in the resident bin were circled to help residents recognise the wrong materials 
found in their bin. There was also an additional blank space for further items to be 
recorded and instruction to be given. On the reverse of each post card were images of 
only the items that should go in the burgundy bin. 

Results 
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Post cards were delivered through the door to each resident. Two rounds were inspected 
twice.  

- 22 bins got a red card on first monitoring, 16 did not receive another red card on 

second monitoring 

- 6 got an amber postcard and 6 different households got a red on the 2nd 

monitoring.  

- 493 got an amber card on first monitoring, 333 did not receive another amber card, 

1 got converted to a red and 159 got another amber card on the 2nd inspection; a 

further 281 different households got an amber. 

Door knocking (2 rounds) 

Two rounds were inspected twice, a week before door knocking started, using the same 
system for tags and postcards data was recorded.  

Three surveys were developed: 

A general survey for residents that were recycling well but could be made aware of extra 
items that they may not be recycling. 

An “amber survey” for residents that recycling less than 5 items incorrectly, this would 
identify with the residents items in their recycling. 

A “red survey” for residents with more than 10 incorrect items in their recycling bin. 
Residents would be made aware of what they were doing wrong and offered a ‘clean start’ 
– (where their bin would be emptied). 

Results 

Along with the survey, a bin inspection was offered to the resident to help identify the 
contaminants and to answer any questions that may create recycling barriers.  

- Of the 34 bins that were recorded as red on first inspection, 19 improved after door 

knocking intervention, 3 were red, and 12 got amber cards.  

- 22 different households were recorded as red on the 2nd inspection.  

- Of the 506 bins that were recorded as amber on first inspection, 328 improved, 3 

were converted to red and 175 were recorded again as amber on the 2nd 

inspection. 

- A further 272 different households were also recorded as amber. 

All the approaches proved to be successful in improving residents’ recycling behaviours. 
Improvements have been recorded for both red and amber bins across all three methods. 
It should be noted that the door knocking approach allows an in depth conversation with 
the resident, but it does not allow opportunity to target as many households as the other 
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two approaches; only people that were found in the house have actually been reached. It 
is also the most costly activity delivered. 

Lessons learnt 

There was a noticeable improvement in the contamination data, with red and amber 
tags/post card numbers decreasing on the second monitoring. Due to time limitations, it 
was difficult to measure a long term impact of the campaigns approach trial, it is 
recommended that any monitoring is recorded over a longer period to measure the 
behavioural change. 

The three approaches should also be tailored to types of housing, post cards and door 
knocking are not the best method for properties that have bins in back alleys or terraced, 
as on collection days bins are placed together at collection points, often bins are not 
numbered, making it difficult to allocate bins to households, affecting the accuracy of the 
results.  

Results were positive, however monitoring and recording participation as well as 
contamination data is recommended, monitoring was done only twice, and bins presented 
for the first time on the second monitoring did not have a comparable data.  

Conclusions 

The campaign successfully developed 3 different approaches to deliver a campaign. All 
approaches showed potential to find out details about contamination in the area, as well as 
to deliver a message to residents to kick-start behavioural change.  

The post card approach showed the most positive results considering the value for money; 
on the other hand door knocking is effective at delivering a more in-depth message and to 
understand residents’ behaviours.  

Time limitations unfortunately didn’t allow us to measure a long term impact from these 
approaches. It is advised to monitor the long term effects of the delivered campaigns over 
an extended period to assure that behaviour change is rooted to the targeted households. 

 

 

 


